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Abstract— Smart grid is an electrical grid which is capable of performing basic functions of an electric grid, i.e. generation, 

transmission, distribution and control of electricity and it uses digital communications technology to detect local changes 

and behave accordingly. Since last hundreds of years the basic structure of electrical power grid has undergone little change. 

The problems associated with this system are becoming more and more prominent. In today’s world where need for electric 

power is never ending the load on existing grid is increasing and these grids are becoming less and less compatible with the 

needs and demands of today’s world. Today we need smarter grids which can provide sustainable, reliable and affordable 

electricity. These smart grids are highly reliable and environment friendly. In this paper the roles and applications of power 

electronics in smart grids is discussed. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The term electric grid is used for a system that is capable of one or all of the following four operations: generation of electricity, 

transmission of electricity, electricity distribution and electricity control. The problems and failures of traditional grid are 

becoming more and more obvious since they were not designed for the modern day demands and challenges. The modern 

electrical power system is highly interconnected and if conditions change in any one region it can immediately affect other 

regions as well. In some cases these disturbances get magnified while propagating through electrical network and can become 

severe enough to affect large number of locations. These disturbances can be cascading and can make the whole grid vulnerable. 

Though many solutions are being proposed for improving existing but smart grid is emerging as the most promising solution. 

It is both meshed and intelligent. A smart grid is a mini grid of city and micro grid of intelligent prosumers. Apart from these 

the trend in investment in power industry is also changing. Today more focus is given on distribution and management instead 

of power generation. This change is mainly facilitated due increase in investment and interest in renewable energy sources 

(RES) and distribution energy systems (DES). This investment is surpassing even at the rate of 40% annually [1]. The smart 

grid project captures the interest of many economic or administrative groups, these are, (i) the industry related to calibration 

devices (smart meters) and data communication and (ii) the transmission and distribution operators. So, it can be said that smart 

grid are future of power industry. 

II. WHAT IS SMART GRID? 

The smart grids were initially started with the idea of advanced metering infrastructure (AMI). The main objective of smart 

grid was to design a grid which is energy efficient, capable of managing demand-side energy requirements and is reliable. The 

smart grids now are expected to have following capabilities [2]: 

1) Self healing, 

2) High power quality and reliability, 

3) Accommodation of a wide variety of distributed generation and storage devices, 

4) Resistant to cyber attacks, 

5) Optimized utilization of assets, 

6) Minimized operational and maintenance expenses.   

Figure 1 shows a basic diagram of smart grid. From this diagram it can be concluded that smart grid incorporates not 

only conventional sources but also renewable energy sources. This grid is capable to provide electrical energy reliably not only 

to industries and offices but also provides homes and electricity based technology like electric vehicle. 

 
Fig. 1: Basic Diagram of Smart Grid 
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The key features of smart grid are [3]: 

1) Intermittent renewable energy sources, like solar and wind, 

2) Controllable energy storage, 

3) Regional energy management like, μEMS (Micro energy management system), 

4) Demand side energy management system, 

5) Advanced metering infrastructure (AMI), such as smart meter. 

III. SMART GRID PROJECTS IN INDIA 

India is a one of the fastest developing economy. Providing adequate amount of reliable electricity to its ever increasing demand 

is a major challenge for the power industry. Smart cities mission is a vision of our honorable prime minister which was launched 

in 2015. These smart cities need smart grid for better utilization of existing resources and incorporating renewable energy 

sources in them. These grids have to be reliable and capable of detecting and mitigating any contingencies occurring in them. 

For this fourteen pilot projects have been allotted out of which four were cancelled and one of them was the project that was 

allotted to Rajasthan. 

Currently running projects are listed below: 

SNo Pilot Cost (In Cr.) Consultant 

1. APDCL, Assam INR 29.94 Medhaj Techno Concept Pvt.Ltd 

2. UHBVN, Haryana INR 20.7 - 

3. HPSEB, Himachal Pradesh INR 19.45 POWERGRID 

4. CESC, Mysore INR 32.59 POWERGRID 

5. PSPCL, Punjab INR 10.11 POWERGRID 

6. TSSPDCL, Telangana INR 41.82 CPRI 

7. TSECL, Tripura INR 63.43 POWERGRID 

8. WBSEDCL, West Bengal INR 7.03 POWERGRID 

9. PED, Puducherry INR 46.11 POWERGRID 

10. UGVCL, Gujarat INR 82.70 POWERGRID 

Table 1: List of pilot projects for smart grid in India 

IV. APPLICATION OF POWER ELECTRONICS IN SMART GRID 

The role of power electronics in smart grid can be mainly divided into two areas: (i) transmission of electrical power and (ii) 

distribution of electrical power. The transmission of power can be done in two ways: (i) converting power to DC and then 

transmitting it, i.e., HVDC transmission and (ii) transmitting power directly using FACTS devices. Both these mode of 

transmission allow control of real and reactive power of grid. Both these methods require power electronics devices like SCR, 

IGBT, and GTO etc. HVDC devices have advantage of power transmission at various system frequencies but it requires large 

filters and current cannot flow in the direction of source as the devices used are SCR. FACTS devices on other hand allow 

controlled flow of power in all the directions but they can transmit power at any other frequency except system frequency. 

FACTS devices use devices like IGBT (lower power applications) and GTO (high power applications). 

The main function of power electronic devices or converters is as follows: 

1) Coupling of distributed sources with grid: In this power electronics devices are used for parameter matching and controlling 

consumption of energy from these sources. 

2) Coupling of energy storage units with grid: In this power electronics devices are used for parameter matching and 

controlling the energy exchange between storage systems and grid. 

3) Improving power quality: compensation of voltage sags and swells compensation for distortion and asymmetry in supply 

voltage and load currents. 

Though there are large numbers of applications of power electronics in smart grid but in this paper three main applications are 

discussed: 

1) Integration of renewable energy source to grid: solar and wind, 

2) Energy storage and low voltage sources, and 

3) Network couplers and energy quality improvement. 

Figure 2 [1], shows a diagram of a smart grid which incorporates RES, energy storage system and network couplers. 

In this figure: 

1) Wind generators, 

2) Energy storage, 

3) Power supply systems from low voltage sources, 

4) Network couplers, 

5) Devices for improvement of energy quality, and 

6) Devices for control of energy delivery 

7) Smart transformer 
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Fig. 2: Application of power electronics in smart grid 

A. Integration of renewable energy source to grid: solar and wind 

1) Solar energy: - Power electronics plays two major roles: 

a) The interconnection of individual solar panels in series and parallel is done with the help of power electronics converter. 

This is done with the help of a dc-dc converter. Two solar panels cannot be identical and thus direct interfacing is not 

suitable, hence power electronics converters are used for interfacing them. This also improves overall efficiency of the 

array. 

b) Solar panel generates DC which is converted to AC at system frequency using power electronics DC to AC converters for 

integration to grid. These converters can be DC-DC-AC and DC-AC-AC conversion type. 

2) Wind energy: - In case of wind power plants power electronics devices are used for grid integration of wind power plant 

and controlling the active and reactive power generated by it.  

a) Controlling active and reactive power: The significance of control of active and reactive power is that they enable 

controlling of voltage and frequency of grid. This type of control cannot be achieved directly without power electronic 

converters. 

b) Integration of WPP to grid:  The frequency of the power generated by the grid depends on the wind speed which is highly 

varying. Thus the power generated by the wind power plant cannot be directly fed to the grid as (i) the frequency varying 

and (ii) the frequency of the generated power may not necessarily be same as system frequency. Due to these reasons the 

integration of wind power plant to grid is done through a power electronics converter. 

These power electronic converters are often used in conjunction with the generators in wind turbine. 

Currently the most used wind turbine generators are: 

a) Double Feed wounded rotor Induction Machines (DFIM) with n AC-DC/DC-AC converter in the rotor circuit, 

b) Synchronous Machines (SM) with an AC-DC/DC-AC converter in the main line and an AC-DC/DC-AC converter in the 

exciter circuit, 

c) Permanent Magnet Synchronous Machines (PMSM) and AC-DC/DC-AC converter in the main line. 

In some cases instead of these AC-DC/DC-AC converters FACTS devices are also used for controlling power.  

B. Energy storage and low voltage sources 

In order to provide back up to generating units in case of power shortage due to peak demand or faults, energy storage systems 

are used. These energy storage devices enhance the reliability of the grid. In these devices flywheel utilize maximum amount 

of energy and accumulate it in the form of kinetic energy. Some examples of these storage devices used in distribution system 

are: batteries, flywheel, water containers, hydrogen systems, heat energy storage, super capacitors, and super conductive storage 

or compressed air tanks. These storage devices like kinetic storage containers are connected to various networks using power 

electronics arrangement. In this arrangement the storage is connected to an internal DC bus through an AC-DC converter. This 

bus is connected to an external AC line through a DC-AC converter. 

In case of utilization of energy storage and low voltage sources, the type of arrangement depends on the configuration of source 

and the method of matching voltage levels. 

C. Network couplers and power quality improvement 

Power electronics network couplers are back-to-back type devices, which are composed of two fully controlled AC-DC and 

DC-AC converters which are connected to DC bus. One converter acts as rectifier and other as inverter. If any change in 

working mode of converters is introduced then change in power flow takes place. In such condition, only active power flows 

in the network. In practical condition, these back-to-back couplers are connected to network through transformers. These 

transformers match the voltages in these AC-DC and DC-AC converters and network couplers. 

Hence, we can say that using power electronics based network coupler the transmission of power over grid becomes 

easier as frequency matching from various distributed sources is not needed as the transmitted power is DC. 
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V. REQUIREMENTS FROM POWER ELECTRONICS DEVICES 

As described in previous section, power electronics plays an important role in smart grid. Power electronic switches help in 

efficient utilization and transmission of electric power on smart grid. They are used for maintaining grid voltage and controlling 

grid power. They are also used in integrating renewable energy sources to grid. From the point of view of smart grid these 

devices must have following requirements: 

1) These devices must be responsive, controllable and operable, 

2) They must have tolerance for over voltage and over current, 

3) These devices should be reliable for long term usage (Durable) 

4) They must be in compliance with the regulations and standards, 

5) These devices must be easily maintained, 

6) They must have high efficiency and low losses. 

7) Their initial cost must be low. 

VI. IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGIES ON INTRODUCTION OF SMART GRID 

Implementing and utilizing smart grid is crucial in transforming power sector, but these changes can be brought only by using 

advanced technology. Some of these technological aspects are discussed in this section. 

A. Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) 

Advanced digital meters or smart meters are a necessity for smart grid. These meters have two way communication and allows 

remotely connect and disconnect services, monitor voltage and current and support real time rate structures [2]. Due to this 

smart grid consumers utilize electricity at cheapest rates. 

B. Distribution automation (DA) 

These devices are responsible for feeder monitoring, control and communication. They can interrupt fault current, monitor 

current and voltages and communicate with each other to automatically reconfigure the system in case of fault so as To maintain 

continuity of supply. They make system highly flexible. 

C. Distributed Energy Resources (DER) 

DER is small generation sources or storage units. If their penetration level is low, i.e. below 15%, then they do not affect the 

system design but if the penetration level increases above 15%, then they begin to behave like small transmission system and 

must be designed similar to them. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In this paper role of power electronics in smart grid were discussed. Some important applications were studied in detail and it 

was concluded that power electronics is a crucial part of smart grid. In this paper some smart grid pilot projects of India were 

also discussed and impacts of technology in implementation of smart grid was also discussed. 
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